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In contrast with filamentation of ultrashort laser pulses with standard Gaussian beams in Kerr media, three
different types of Bessel filaments are obtained in air or in water by focusing ultrashort laser pulses with an
axicon. We thoroughly investigate the different regimes and show that the beam reshapes as a nonlinear Bessel
beam which establishes a conical energy flux from the low intensity tails toward the high intensity peak. This
flux efficiently sustains a high contrast long-distance propagation and easily generates a continuous plasma
channel in air.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Self-focusing, self-trapping, and filamentation of intense
laser beams were predicted more than 40 years ago f1g. The
propagation of femtosecond laser pulses is now well known
to generate intense and narrow filaments in all types of Kerr
media f2,3g. Typically, in condensed media, a filament pos-
sesses a central core of a few tenths of microns and can be
detected over several centimeters. In gases, the intense core
from one to several hundred of microns can be detected over
several hundreds of meters, by far exceeding the Rayleigh
length associated with the width of the central core. Filamen-
tation over long distances was interpreted in terms of recur-
rent focusing-defocusing cycles which reflect a competition
between nonlinear effects f4,5g: The optical Kerr effect leads
to self-focusing and overcomes diffraction as long as the
peak power of the pulse exceeds the critical power Pcr
;3.77l2 /8pn0n2 f6g, where l is the laser wavelength, n0
and n2 are the linear and nonlinear index coefficients, respec-
tively. Multiphoton absorption sMPAd sets in once the beam
becomes sufficiently intense which induces three effects on
the propagating pulse: First, as any high-order process, MPA
limits the growth of intensity due to self-focusing f7g and
induces a steplike decrease of the pulse energy which stops
each refocusing cycle f8g. It was recognized that this satura-
tion does not occur through a change of refraction index but
is mediated by propagation f9g. Second, MPA can be viewed
as a distributed stopper along the propagation axis which
reshapes the core of the beam and tends to generate an en-
ergy flow from the outer to the central part of the beam due
to the Arago-spot effect f10,11g. Third, MPA leads to the
generation of a tenuous plasma with a density of
1018–1019 cm−3 in condensed media f12–15g,
1016–1017 cm−3 in gases f12,16g. At these densities, the me-
dia remain transparent but the refraction index changes due
to the plasma are sufficient to induce reshaping of the trailing
part of the pulse.
The concept of the energy reservoir follows from the sec-
ond property and was proposed to explain the long propaga-
tion distance of filaments in air f17g. The laser energy sur-
rounding the filament core plays the crucial role of refilling
the intense central part of the filament. Multiphoton absorp-
tion occurs only in the intense and narrow core, and therefore
consumes only slowly the energy of the reservoir. This pro-
motes a recurrent nucleation of filaments and their long-
distance propagation. The concept of the energy reservoir
was further supported by the self-healing property of fila-
ments f18g according to which filaments stopped by an ob-
stacle are reconstructed after propagation of the surrounding
beam over one Rayleigh length beyond the obstacle. This
property was observed for filaments in water f19,20g and in
air f21,22g.
Theoretically, the refilling of the filament core by an en-
ergy flux from the periphery was explained as a spontaneous
transformation of the Gaussian beam into a nonlinear conical
wave f10,20g. A monochromatic stationary solution in the
form of a nonlinear Bessel beam featured by an energy flow
from the tails to the central core, called a nonlinear unbal-
anced Bessel beam, was then proposed as a possible attractor
for the filamentation dynamics f23g.
If associated with a control of the energy flux, this type of
stationary solution opens up the way to several applications
which require simultaneously long focal depth and high con-
trast such as, e.g., multiphoton microscopy, photolithography
f24g, micromachining f25g and channel waveguide writing
with longitudinal illumination. In order to achieve the above-
mentioned longitudinal illumination of a bulk material with
high contrast and arbitrarily long focal depth, it is of funda-
mental importance to understand how to promote the energy
flux established during filamentation and whether it is pos-
sible to ensure an optimal energy flux. For instance, the en-
ergy in the peripheral region to a filament was shown from
simulations to increase with the propagation distance indicat-
ing an energy flux opposite to the optimal flux required for
applications f8g. In spite of this, preliminary results indicated
that the generation of a filament from a Bessel beam would
allow a controlled longitudinal illumination and deposition*Corresponding author. couairon@cpht.polytechnique.fr
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of the laser energy on the material, the energy reservoir of
the Bessel beam being already that of a conical wave f26,27g.
In this paper, we show that powerful Bessel beams ob-
tained by sending an ultrashort laser pulse through an axicon
lead to the organization of the large Gaussian beam into a
suitable energy reservoir able to sustain the required energy
flux toward the core of the Bessel filament, where MPA can
dissipate energy. Three types of Bessel filaments can be gen-
erated in this way, both in air and in condensed media. The
first type corresponds to weakly nonlinear Bessel beams
which do not undergo any losses f28g. The second type leads
to a quasiperiodic deposition of energy on the material along
the filament f29g. The third type is new and corresponds to a
continuous longitudinal deposition of the laser energy; for
instance, in air, it is materialized by a much longer plasma
channel than that obtained with a standard filament formed
from a Gaussian beam. We introduce suitable numerical di-
agnostics to monitor the energy flux established during the
formation of these Bessel filaments. By means of these quan-
titative diagnostics, we clarify the role of the energy reser-
voir and determine conditions distinguishing the three re-
gimes of Bessel filaments, in particular the third type is best
suited for the above-mentioned applications, with a similar
energy flow as that characterizing nonlinear unbalanced
Bessel beams. We discuss the effect of plasma defocusing on
the Bessel filaments which have transverse profiles similar to
that of nonlinear unbalanced Bessel beams although plasma
generation is not considered in these stationary solutions.
The outline of the paper is the following: Section II pre-
sents the model used for the numerical simulations of Bessel
filaments and the diagnostics implemented to monitor the
energy flux. Section III shows how the energy flux is shaped
in standard Gaussian filaments. Section IV presents the vari-
ous types of Bessel filaments obtained from simulations with
various axicons and beams. Section V is finally devoted to
the interpretation of the energy flux and when it is relevant,
the temporal dynamics associated with the Bessel filaments.
II. MODEL
A. Propagation of ultrashort laser pulses
The numerical code used in this study relies on the physi-
cal model developed for the propagation of an intense pulse
in noble gases or air f5,30–37g, fused silica f12,13,38g, and
liquids f14,15,39–41g.
We model the linearly polarized beam with cylindrical
symmetry around the propagation axis z by the envelope E of
the electric field E, written as E=RefE expsik0z− iv0tdgex,
where ex denotes the unit vector along the polarization direc-
tion, k0=ksv0d and v0 are the wave number and frequency of
the carrier wave. The dispersion in the medium is defined by
the frequency dependent wave number ksvd;nsvdv /c and
the refraction index nsvd via a Sellmeier relation. The evo-
lution along the propagation axis z of the scalar envelope
Esr , t ,zd of the electric field is described by the nonlinear
envelope equation f42g, expressed in the frequency domain
2iKˆ
]Eˆ
]z
+ f¹
'
2 +Dˆ svdgEˆ − 2ik0FhNsEdj = 0, s1d
where Eˆ sr ,v ,zd=FhEsr , t ,zdj, ¹
'
2 denotes the transverse La-
placian and accounts for diffraction, Kˆ svd;k0+ sv−v0d /vg
accounts for space-time focusing ssee f42gd, vg;u]v /]kuv0
denotes the group velocity, Dˆ svd;k2svd−Kˆ 2svd accounts
for all dispersive terms exactly computed by means of a Sell-
meier dispersion relation for the refraction index of the me-
dium nsvd, and FhNsEdj denotes the time-Fourier transform
of the nonlinear terms. The nonlinear effects in Eq. s1d in-
clude the optical Kerr effect with a nonlocal term corre-
sponding to delayed Raman-Kerr response f43,44g, self-
steepening fthrough the operator T;1+ si /v0ds] /]td in front
of the Kerr termg, plasma absorption, plasma defocusing, and
multiphoton absorption,
NsEd = i
v0
c
n2T2E
−`
t
Rst − tduEstdu2dtEstd −
s
2
s1 + iv0tcdrE
− T
bK
2 S1 − rrntDuEu2K−2E . s2d
The response function that accounts for both the electronic
and the delayed Raman contribution to the Kerr effect may
be written as f43g
Rstd = s1 − fRddstd + fR
G2 + V2
V
exps− GtdsinsVtd ,
where fR denotes the fraction of the delayed part. For plasma
absorption, the cross section for inverse bremsstrahlung fol-
lows the Drude model f45g and reads as
s =
k0e2
n0
2v0
2e0m
v0tc
1 + v0
2tc
2 , s3d
where tc denotes the momentum transfer collision time and
m the electron mass for a gas or the electron-hole reduced
mass for a condensed dielectric medium.
The evolution equation for the density of electrons gener-
ated by multiphoton ionization and by avalanche completes
the model,
]r
]t
= sKuEu
2Ksrnt − rd +
s
Ui
ruEu2, s4d
where rnt, Ui, K;k
Ui
"v0
+1l, sK, and bK;sKK"v0rnt denote
the density of neutral atoms or molecules, the ionization po-
tential, the number of photons involved in the process, the
cross sections for multiphoton ionization and multiphoton
absorption, respectively.
Finally the input fields are pulsed Gaussians beams with a
spatial phase modeling their passage through the axicon,
Esr,t,0d = E0 expS− r2
w0
2 −
t2
tp
2 − ik0r sin uD , s5d
which generates a Bessel beam Esr , t ,zaxd~J0sk0r sin ud after
linear propagation over a distance zax=w0 /2 tan u, where the
Bessel angle u.gsnax−1d is obtained from the Snell law
sinsg+ud=nax sinsgd in the limit of small angles, and g and
nax denote the base angle and the refraction index of the
axicon ssee Fig. 1d. Notably, the input field s5d is similar to
that generated by a hologram and the pulse moves at velocity
vg cos u f46g. We investigated the formation of Bessel fila-
ments in air and in water. In the case of water contained in a
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glass cell, the refraction at the transition air-glass-water is
accounted for by using the Bessel angle u.gsnax−1d /nwater.
The temporal half-width tp of the pulse is linked to the tem-
poral full width at half-maximum sFWHMd duration by
tFWHM= tpÎ2 ln 2. The input power is computed from the
energy Ein and pulse duration Pin=Ein / tpÎp /2. The input
intensity is computed from the input power and the trans-
verse waist w0 as E0
2
=2Pin /pw0
2
.
Simulation results will be presented for Bessel filaments
in water and in air with the parameters indicated in Table I
modeling experimental situations with either a Nd:glass laser
for water sl0=527 nmd or a Ti:S laser for air sl0
=800 nmd. Some coefficients are directly introduced in the
model. Others such as Pcr or k09= u
]
2k
]v2
uv0 do not directly enter
in the model but are given to facilitate the estimation of the
relevance of corresponding physical effects.
B. Diagnostics for the energy exchanges
In the present paper we will introduce relevant numerical
diagnostics which give an insight in the physics of the energy
reservoir. To this aim, we will monitor the power, the current,
energy, losses, and flux, associated with a volume partially or
fully containing the filament. We follow the evolution of
these quantities along the propagation distance and we shall
evidence the advantage of generating filaments with Bessel
beams sover Gaussian beamsd for the above-mentioned ap-
plications.
Most simulation results presented in this work do not
critically depend on high-order dispersive terms and can be
retrieved by using a small v−v0 expansion of Dˆ svd
.k09k0sv−v0d2 in Eq. s1d. Although this approximation was
not performed in the simulations, we will use it to simplify
the presentation of the numerical diagnostics for the energy
flux. Thus Eq. s1d can be written in the time domain by using
the retarded time t; tlab−z /vg,
]E
]z
=
i
2k0
¹
'
2
E − i
k09
2
]
2
E
]t2
+ NsEd , s6d
where we also introduced Kˆ .k0 and T.1 sspace-time fo-
cusing and self-steepening neglectedd.
In order to monitor the energy flow along the propagation
axis, we systematically performed diagnostics on different
quantities defined as follows:
sid The partial power contained in a cylinder of radius R,
PRsz,R,td = E
0
R
uEsz,r,tdu22prdr . s7d
siid The transverse field current which is negative when
the flux is inward to the cylindrical surface of radius r,
j'sz,r,td =
1
2iSEpsz,r,td]E]r − Esz,r,td]E
p
]r
D . s8d
As an example, the transverse current for a Gaussian pulse
focused by a lens,
Esrd = expS− r2
w0
2 − i
kr2
2f D , s9d
where f denotes the curvature of the wave front, reads as
j'srd = − 2uEsrdu2
kr
f . s10d
The transverse field current is inward snegatived, for a focus-
ing beam sf.0d, and outward for a defocusing beam. This
result can be extended in the case of the Kerr effect: When
the power exceeds Pcr the phase curvature becomes positive
upon propagation and the transverse current becomes nega-
tive.
siiid The energy density for the nonlinear losses due to
multiphoton absorption and plasma absorption,
qMPAsz,r,td = bKuEsz,r,tdu2Kf1 − rsz,r,td/rntg , s11d
qPAsz,r,td = srsz,r,tduEsz,r,tdu2. s12d
The evolution equation for the partial power is obtained
by integration of Eq. s6d,
FIG. 1. sColor onlined Fluence distribution obtained by propa-
gation of a low energy, 50 fs, w0=1 cm pulse through an axicon of
base angle 0.5°.
TABLE I. Parameters used in the simulations and in the analysis
of results. The coefficients for water were determined from the pro-
cedure of Ref. f14g.
Air, 800 nm Water, 527 nm
tFWHM sfsd 50 200
n2 scm
2 /Wd 3.2310−19 2.7310−16
Pcr 3 GW 1.2 MW
fR 0.5 0
G−1 sfsd 70
V sTHzd 16
k09 sfs2 /cmd 0.2 560
Ui seVd 12.1 7.1
K 8 4
sK ss
−1 cm2K W−Kd 3.7310−96 2.4310−42
bK scm
2K−3 W1−Kd 1.8310−94 2.4310−37
tc sfsd 350 3
m me 0.5 me
s scm2d 5310−20 4310−18
rnt scm
−3d 531018 731022
g 5° 2° 508
nax 1.51 1.52
u smradd 45 19
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]PR
]z
= −
2p
k0
Rj'sz,R,td − k09E
0
R
ImSE]2Ep
]t2
D2prdr
− E
0
R
qMPAsz,r,td2prdr − E
0
R
qPAsz,r,td2prdr .
s13d
Similar diagnostics related to the partial energy, contained in
a cylinder of radius R and defined as
ERsz,Rd = E
−`
+` E
0
R
uEsz,r,tdu22prdrdt s14d
are obtained by integration of the previously defined quanti-
ties over time.
sivd The time-integrated flux of the transverse field current
is defined as
J'sz,Rd = 2pRE
−`
+`
j'sz,R,tddt . s15d
svd The density of energy absorbed by multiphoton pro-
cesses reads as
QMPAsz,Rd = E
−`
+` E
0
R
qMPAsz,r,td2prdrdt , s16d
and a plasma absorption leads to a similar expression for
QPA.
The evolution equation for the partial energy then reads as
]ER
]z
= −
J'sz,Rd
k0
− QMPA − QPA. s17d
Multiphoton absorption usually prevails over plasma absorp-
tion when the beams are not too tightly focused, which is the
case of our calculations in this paper. The above equation
thus shows that multiphoton absorption can be compensated
by an inward snegatived energy current.
III. FILAMENTS WITH ULTRASHORT PULSES AND
GAUSSIAN BEAMS
A. Pulse splitting dynamics in filamentation of Gaussian
beams
Standard filamentation features may be recalled by con-
sidering filamentation in water, which was simulated for a
527 nm input pulse with duration tFWHM=200 fs, energy
Ein=3 mJ and width of the Gaussian beam w0=100 mm.
Figure 2 shows the evolution along the propagation axis of
the beam radius measured as the half-width at half-maximum
of the fluence distribution Fsr ,zd=e
−`
+`uEsz ,r , tdu2dt. Although
the nearly constant narrow diameter seems to indicate a sta-
tionary propagation within the filament, this diagnostic
masks complex dynamics in space and time, which involve
recurrent pulse-splitting events induced by successive Kerr
self-focusing stages stopped by strong multiphoton absorp-
tion of the intense central part of the pulse. Figure 2sbd dis-
plays the temporal dynamics resulting from these phenom-
ena. Each splitting event leads to a forklike pattern, where
the two arms of a fork correspond to the leading snegative
timesd and trailing spositive timesd split pulses.
B. Energy flux in filaments
Several papers have shown that these splitting events are
associated with the generation of conical waves which are
X-shaped in space and time sr , td with one or two intense and
narrow peaks surrounded by weaker but weakly localized
tails f22,39–41,47–50g. One of the most convincing evidence
supporting the generation of an X wave consists in the propo-
sition that the extended tails surrounding the filament natu-
rally explain the physics of the energy reservoir which refills
the central peak. Experiments showed that a filament recon-
structs its central peak when it is absorbed by a stopper
f19,20g: This phenomena can be explained only by the re-
generative property of the conical waves. This evidence can
be detailed with a numerical analysis of the energy redistri-
bution during propagation.
Simulations allowed us to easily analyze this property by
monitoring the field current established during filamentation.
For the same filamentation numerical experiment as that re-
ported in Fig. 2, we selected the near field at the propagation
distances z=1.4, 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7 cm and computed the
transverse field current. The results are reported in Fig. 3: At
the nonlinear focus fFig. 3sadg the field current is inward due
to the Kerr self-focusing effect. When pulse splitting occurs,
the highest field currents remain centered on the split pulses
and the spatiotemporal distribution of the current is X shaped
as visible in Figs. 3sbd–3sdd. In order to describe the refilling
mechanism, the current dynamics was linked to the nonlinear
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FIG. 2. sColor onlined sad Full width at half-maximum of the
fluence distribution for a 527 nm, 200 fs, 3 mJ laser pulse under-
going filamentation in water. sbd Evolution of the on-axis intensity
profiles vs propagation distance showing recurrent splitting
dynamics.
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losses fi.e., mainly multiphoton absorption qMPAsz ,r , tdg
which tend to dissipate the peak of the filament. Figure 3
displays the map of the losses as contour lines sdashed
curvesd superimposed on the field flux map and on the plot of
the axial pulse intensity ssolid curvesd. Figures 3sbd–3sdd
show a time-window centered on the leading part of the
pulse; the snot shownd trailing pulse exhibits qualitatively
symmetric features. Of particular interest, the leading peak of
the pulse carries always an inward current, while after the
trailing edge the current is outward. Moreover, losses are
always concentrated in the peak of the X wave where the
sign of the current is negative: In this way the X wave en-
sures a continuous refilling of the losses, thus establishing a
regime clearly robust to dissipations.
IV. DIFFERENT REGIMES OF BESSEL FILAMENTATION
Three different regimes of Bessel filamentation can be
distinguished from our numerical simulations and previous
literature.
sid The weakly nonlinear Bessel filamentation regime: It is
obtained by slightly increasing the power of the input Gauss-
ian beam from the linear propagation regime until the power
contained in the central peak of the Bessel beam is sufficient
to induce self-focusing but insufficient to induce collapse or
significant MPA and electron density f28g. The peak intensity
of the resulting self-guided beam exhibits oscillations simply
characterizing a recurrent Kerr compression of the transverse
rings of the Bessel beam formed beyond the axicon. The
reader is referred to Ref. f28g for a detailed analysis of this
regime.
siid Starting from already formed Bessel beams, Gaižaus-
kas et al. f29g have shown the formation of very regular
discrete damage traces in the bulk of a nonlinear sample. The
main difference with regime sid is the power content of the
central peak of the Bessel beam, which is sufficient to induce
collapse, and hence, MPA and damage. Hereafter, we will
refer to this regime as that of unsteady Bessel filamentation.
siiid Polesana et al. f51g have shown that the input condi-
tions in the nonlinear sample can either promote or prevent
the temporal and spectral dynamics of the pulse f51g: If the
Gaussian beam propagates through the axicon and reshapes
into a Bessel beam before entering the nonlinear sample,
strong self-focusing of the central peak of the Bessel beam
occurs which in turn triggers MPA, induces a fast reduction
of the peak intensity and the process can occur again while
Kerr self-focusing of the external ring periodically brings
energy to the core. In contrast, if the nonlinear sample is in
contact with the axicon, the Gaussian beam smoothly re-
shapes into a nonlinear unbalanced Bessel beam f23,51g. Be-
low, the latter case will be referred to as the steady Bessel
filamentation regime and will be thoroughly investigated by
simulations in air.
Figure 4 shows a comparison between the fluence distri-
butions obtained for Bessel filaments generated in air with
different beams and axicons. It is clear from this panel that a
transition between the unsteady sshown in the first lined and
the steady sshown in the second lined Bessel filamentation
regimes exists when the base angle of the axicon is in-
creased. In the unsteady Bessel filamentation regime, the
quasiperiodic intense spots along the propagation axis cover
a distance about 5 times larger than that obtained for the
continuous light channel generated in the steady Bessel fila-
mentation regime with the same beam power and waist. The
regularity of the quasiperiodic light channel is improved for
the larger input beam waist. These regimes are associated
with a plasma channel of density of a few 1016 cm−3 due to
ionization of oxygen molecules sdata not shownd. The simul-
taneous excitation of nitrogen molecules should gives rise to
a fluorescence track. The continuity of both the plasma chan-
nel and the fluorescence track follows that of the intense
light channel.
Figure 5 shows three examples of fluence distribution and
associated long plasma channels shaped as very flat plateaus
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FIG. 3. sColor onlined Map of the field current snormalizedd as a
function of time shorizontal axisd and radius svertical axisd of the
filament at different propagation distances. On each map is super-
imposed the map in radial and temporal coordinates of the nonlinear
losses in dashed isointensities and the intensity profile at r=0 as a
function of time. Propagation distances are from sad to sdd z=1.4,
1.5, 1.6, 1.7 cm.
FIG. 4. sColor onlined Fluence distribution obtained by sending
a Gaussian beam of power Pin=100Pcr and waist w0 through an
axicon of base angle g. First column, w0=15 mm; second column,
w0=20 mm; first line, g=0.1°; second line, g=0.3°.
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of constant density. Naturally, Fig. 5 should not be inter-
preted as representing the light and plasma channel at a
given instant but as the traces left by the propagating pulses
on the medium. For instance, the electron densities shown in
Fig. 5 represent the largest plasma densities reached for each
propagation distance. This steady Bessel filamentation is ob-
tained for a wide range of input parameters and is robust
with respect to an increase of the input pulse energy. It is
interesting to note that the fluence distributions as well as the
plasma channels obtained in Bessel filaments can exhibit a
Bessel-like profile which reflect the action of nonlinearities
on the profile of the axicon-focused input beam sradial com-
pression and loss of contrast of the Bessel oscillations f27gd.
However, the detailed intensity distribution in space and time
exhibits other remarkable features not simply describable by
referring to the formation of nonlinear Bessel profiles.
For instance, Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the temporal
profiles of the on-axis intensity distribution. Limited tempo-
ral dynamics are observable from these profiles: The on-axis
intensity remains bell shaped and inspection of the associ-
ated spectra snot shownd indicates also a very limited con-
tinuum generation. The peak intensity propagates at a group
velocity which is given by uvguv0 cos u, where u is the Bessel
angle. This diagnostic, however, masks a slightly more com-
plex reshaping in space and time.
Figure 7 presents in details the evolution of the intensity
distribution in the Bessel filament. An important reshaping
occurs due to the effect of plasma defocusing. While the
transverse profiles exhibit the ringlike features of Bessel
beams in the leading part of the pulse, the trailing part is
clearly shaped as a cone in the space-time domain.
The steady Bessel filamentation regime where the interac-
tion with the medium and the generation of a plasma is
achieved continuously over a long distance is the most inter-
esting for applications. For instance, a steady Bessel filament
in air could lead to an enhanced THz generation in the for-
ward direction f52–55g. Amplification of a Bessel filament in
a suitable medium should be easier to perform than that of a
standard filament f56g. Since there might be some uncer-
tainty in the parameters used in the simulations, notably in
the determination of the multiphoton absorption coefficients,
we varied the multipoton absorption cross section sK while
other parameters were kept constant and we found a transi-
tion from the steady Bessel filamentation regime to the
weakly nonlinear filamentation regime when sK was de-
creased below a certain threshold ss8=3.7
310−98 s−1 cm16 W−8 for K=7 photons or below s7=2.3
310−83 s−1 cm14 W−7 for K=7 photonsd. We have shown
numerically that a transition from the steady to the unsteady
Bessel filamentation regimes occurs when the base angle of
the axicon is decreased which will be discussed in the next
section.
V. UNSTEADY BESSEL FILAMENTATION AND
TRANSITION TO THE STEADY Bessel FILAMENTATION
REGIME
A. Space-time dynamics of the unsteady Bessel filaments
A transition between the steady to the unsteady Bessel
filamentation regimes was also observed in simulations of
Bessel filamentation in a water cell with ultrashort laser
FIG. 5. sColor onlined Fluence distribution sfirst columnd and
plasma channels ssecond columnd generated by Bessel filamenta-
tion. The color bar units are in J /cm2 for the fluence sleft-hand
columnd and in decades s16;1016 cm−3d for the electron densities
sright-hand columnd. The parameters of the input pulses sent
through the axicon of base angle g=0.5° are tFWHM=50 fs. First
line, Ein=1.44 mJ, w0=10 mm; second line, Ein=14.4 mJ, w0
=10 mm; third line, Ein=14.4 mJ, w0=5 mm.
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FIG. 6. Evolution of the temporal profiles of the on-axis inten-
sity distribution along the propagation distance for the Ein
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FIG. 7. sColor onlined Evolution of the intensity distribution in
space and time during the process of Bessel filamentation. Input
pulse: Ein=14.4 mJ, w0=5 mm, tFWHM=50 fs, gax=0.5°. Propa-
gation distances: z=10 cm stop leftd, z=50 cm stop rightd, z
=100 cm sbottom leftd, z=150 cm sbottom rightd.
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pulses sent through an axicon when the position of the en-
trance face of the cell was shifted from the tip of the axicon
f51g. The peak power of the input Gaussian beam was above
the self-focusing threshold for water but below that for air.
For a 5-cm-long water cell in contact with the axicon, the
axicon focuses the Gaussian beam into a Bessel filament
within the cell. The steady Bessel filament then forms
smoothly ssolid curve in Fig. 8d and was shown to undergo
reshaping into structures identified as nonlinear unbalanced
Bessel beams f23,51g. In contrast, for a 3-cm-long water cell
placed 2 cm away from the tip of the axicon, a Bessel beam
forms in air and then enters the water cell abruptly, i.e., with
peak intensity and power sufficient to immediately trigger
nonlinear effects. This results in the unsteady Bessel filamen-
tation regime sdashed curve in Fig. 8d with strong oscilla-
tions of the beam features around those of the potential non-
linear unbalanced Bessel beams attractors in the form of
nonlinear unbalanced Bessel beams, and an associated tem-
poral and spectral dynamics detailed below.
Figure 9sad shows the intensity map for the near-field of
the unsteady Bessel filament at the propagation distance of
1.4 cm in the nonlinear medium s3.4 cm on Fig. 8d. The
simulation shows that recurrent pulse splitting events are
transmitted from the central peak of the Bessel-like solution
to the external rings. Figure 9sad shows a central peak just
before splitting and a couple of pre- and post-subpulses,
which actually come from the occurrence of a previous pulse
splitting event. The first ring is also populated by two
couples of subpulses. The near-field dynamics which re-
shapes the central peak and each Bessel ring can be summa-
rized in three steps which occur cyclically: sid Pulse splitting
in time of the central peak; siid separation of the split pulses;
siiid reconstruction of the central peak. These dynamics re-
shape each Bessel ring with some delay with respect to the
center owing to the energy flux from the ring toward the
center established when the central peak is reconstructed.
The angularly resolved spectra associated to this cyclical
dynamics also present some remarkable features which may
be used as signatures for an experimental detection of the
number of pulse splitting events f51g. Figure 9sbd displays
the numerically computed angularly resolved spectrum of the
field at the same propagation distance as in Fig. 9sad. The
relevant features are the axial continuum, the secondary ring
sk'=3.83105 m−1d, and the paired horizontal bands sk'
=623105 m−1, 61.53105 m−1, 60.53105 m−1d. The
axial emission consists in three parts resulting from a split-
ting of the broad continuum. The arms of the cross-shaped
central part were formed by a splitting in time of the pulse
and give rise to the generation of an additional paired band.
Each pulse splitting in time is associated with a stretching of
the central part of the continuum which is finally split into
three parts and generates an additional paired band. The
number of paired bands thus corresponds to the number of
splitting events.
B. Interpretation of the periodicity of unsteady Bessel
filaments
The complex splitting dynamics occurring in the unsteady
Bessel filaments can be interpreted as the destructive inter-
ference between the conical wave and a tightly localized
pulse superimposing with the Bessel central peak and propa-
gating longitudinally. Nonlinear effects play a role mainly in
the intense central peak of the Bessel beam, where pulse
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steady Bessel filament in water at propagation distance z=1.4 cm.
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Angularly resolved spectra obtained from simulation of unsteady
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splitting results from the interplay between Kerr self-
compression and multiphoton absorption. Group velocity
dispersion of course plays also a role in preventing or
smoothing the development of shocks on the intense split
pulses. At the moment of pulse splitting, there is a phase
mismatch of p between the Bessel beam with cone angle u
and the localized pulse. During propagation over a distance
z, a longitudinal phase mismatch Df=k0s1−cos udz accumu-
lates between the two components, due to the different lon-
gitudinal components of the wave vector in the Bessel beam
and in the axial part of the beam. This means that at a dis-
tance z=p /ks1−cos ud, the phase mismatch reaches 2p
leading to a constructive interference and to the reconstruc-
tion of the central peak. Pulse splitting then occurs with a
periodicity
L = 2p/ks1 − cos ud . s18d
For the Bessel angle u=19.3 mrad used in our simulations,
the predicted periodicity is L=2.1 mm, in agreement with
that obtained in the simulation shown in Fig. 8.
The reconstruction of the central peak is a well-known
feature of the Bessel beam which found interesting applica-
tions f57g. If the central peak of a Bessel beam is absorbed
by a stopper, it is indeed reconstructed due to the continuous
conical flux of energy ensured by the tails. Due to the conical
geometry of the wave, a depletion of the rings also takes
place, i.e., the energy flux depletes the first ring to refill the
central peak and this depletion process is then transferred to
the external neighboring rings. The same phenomena holds
also for pulsed Bessel beams as in the case of our simula-
tions of Bessel filaments: Multiphoton absorption depletes
the central peak and leads to its temporal splitting; the coni-
cal tails reconstruct a new central peak, which seemingly
transfers the pulse splitting to the first ring. In fact, the first
ring seems to be split in time because the energy flux recon-
structing the central peak is localized in the central time
slices of the first ring. A new pulse splitting event then takes
place in the center. The regular occurrence of pulse splitting
events accompanied by energy transfer to the axial part of
the beam, progressively modifies also the radial profile.
These changes are at the origin of the generation of couples
of paired bands in the far field, as reported in Fig. 9sbd. It
follows from this observation that the number of splitting
events that occurred in the central peak of the Bessel filament
can be determined by a simple inspection of the number of
paired bands in the far field.
C. Nonlinear losses and energy flux in unsteady Bessel
filaments
We analyzed quantitatively the energy flux in the case of
unsteady Bessel filaments, i.e., for simulations of the abrupt
input of the Bessel beam in the water cell. The arrest of
self-focusing of the central peak of the Bessel beam by MPA
features recursive pulse splitting events very similar to the
case of the filament generated with a Gaussian beam. We
have analyzed the evolution of the field current along the
propagation distance.
The calculated transverse field current is presented in Fig.
10 at four distances highlighting a pulse splitting event. The
maps of the nonlinear losses fthe contours of qMPAsr , tdg are
shown with dashed curves and the axial temporal profiles
with the solid curves. At z=3.4 cm fFig. 10sadg, a new cycle
is about to start with a pulse splitting: A clear inward field
current is established around t=0, where MPA is important;
besides the central peak, other peaks formed by previous
splitting events are present. In Figs. 10sbd and 10scd the cen-
tral peak has split and two new subpulses separate from each
other and propagate away from the central time slice t=0. An
inward field current points toward each split peak where non-
linear losses consumes energy. In Fig. 10sdd, the split pulses
have traveled farther from the center t=0 while the central
peak was reconstructed by the dynamics detailed in Fig. 9.
The transverse field current, i.e., the energy flux, becomes
again similar to that in Fig. 10sad. This analysis thus shows
that the unsteady Bessel filaments are sustained by an energy
flux toward the center which refills the sinks where MPA
occurs. The process is somewhat similar to that occurring in
filaments formed with Gaussian beams except that the energy
flux in Bessel filaments features a conical wave different
from an X wave.
D. Nonlinear losses and energy flux in steady Bessel filaments
For steady Bessel filaments obtained when the beam en-
ters the nonlinear Kerr medium just after the axicon, the
temporal dynamics are much less relevant than for unsteady
Bessel filaments. The energy density current, i.e., the time-
integrated transverse field current through a cylinder of ra-
dius R, J'sz ,Rd fsee Eq. s15dg, is then considered to elimi-
nate the redundant dependence of the energy flux in that
coordinate. Evidently an inward energy current gives rise to
a negative flux. The energy density flux calculated in the case
of the steady Bessel filament is shown in Fig. 11. Figure
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FIG. 10. sColor onlined Maps of the field current as a function of
time shorizontal axisd and radius svertical axisd of the filament gen-
erated by a 200 fs Bessel pulse in abrupt input conditions. On each
map is superimposed the map of MPA in dashed isointensities and
the intensity profile at r=0 as a function of time. Each subfigure
corresponds to different propagation distances: From sad to sdd z
=1.38, 1.47, 1.56, 1.65 cm s+2 cm in air before the abrupt
injectiond.
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11sad displays the map of the time-integrated nonlinear
losses e
−`
` qMPAsz ,r , tddt. Only the central peak is involved in
the dissipation due to the high order of multiphoton absorp-
tion. Figure 11sbd displays the map of the energy density
flux. For comparison, the energy density flux in the case of
linear propagation of the same input field fEq. s5dg is shown
in Fig. 11scd. The flux exhibits two distinct zones: The flux is
negative in the part of the Bessel zone corresponding to an
increase of the intensity of the central peak. A positive net
flux characterizes the larger distances where the central peak
intensity decreases owing to apodization and finite energy
content of the input beam. It is clear from the comparison
between Figs. 11sbd and 11scd, that the energy flux of the
steady Bessel filament is similar to that of a linearly propa-
gating Bessel beam. Steady Bessel filaments are thus sus-
tained by a regular refilling and depletion of the central peak
where nonlinear losses take place. This means that steady
Bessel filamentation is promoted by organizing the energy
reservoir so as to support a regular energy flux as that sus-
taining the unbalanced nonlinear Bessel beams f23g.
E. Continuous and bursty plasma channels formed by steady
and unsteady Bessel filaments
Numerical simulations of the plasma channel generated
by Bessel filamentation in water were performed by taking
again plasma defocusing and plasma absorption into account
in Eq. s2d. We investigated both cases of steady and unsteady
Bessel filaments by launching a 200 fs, 527 nm pulsed
Gaussian beam of 0.6 mm radius at 1 /e2 into a 5.25° axicon
in either soft or abrupt input conditions; the input energy was
set to 6.75 mJ.
In both cases a tenuous plasma channel sr,4–5
31018 cm−3d is generated and ionization is confined only in
the central peak due to the high order of the excitation pro-
cess fFigs. 12sad and 12sbdg. The electron density is in very
good agreement with the recent measurements of the refrac-
tion index changes within filaments in water f15g by a quan-
titative refractive shadowgraphy method f58g. Similarly to
the cases of steady Bessel filaments in air, the plasma chan-
nel generated by the family of nonlinear unbalanced Bessel
beams excited in this regime fFig. 12sadg is a continuous and
regular trace. On the other hand, the recursive pulse splitting
events and beam refocusing occurring in the unsteady Bessel
filament generate a plasma channel in the form of a periodic
row of electron bursts.
F. Effects of asymmetry
All simulations performed in this paper assume that the
beam preserves its cylindrical symmetry along propagation.
In an experiment, the input beam will be unavoidably asym-
metric: sid The beam will be inhomogeneous and siid it may
exhibit intensity gradients that could result in a self-bending
effect f59–61g eventually breaking up the beam into smaller
beams fanning away from the axis. However, this effect is
not critical in the case of axicon-focused laser pulses. Indeed,
FIG. 13. sColor onlined Evolution of intense inhomogeneous
Gaussian beam profiles focused in air by an axicon of cone angle
g=0.5°. sad Input beam profile; w0=1 cm, Ein=2 mJ. The ampli-
tude ratio between inhomogeneity and peak electric field is 10%.
sbd Fluence profile at z=2 m. scd One-half Gaussian input laser
beam with 10% inhomogeneity. sdd Fluence profile at z=2 m.
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FIG. 11. sColor onlined sad Map of the nonlinear losses excited
by the nonlinear propagation of a Bessel pulse in water with soft
input regime. sbd Map of the fluence current of the Bessel pulse
propagating in the same regime. scd Map of the fluence current of a
Bessel beam propagating in linear regime. Each map is reported as
a function of radius shorizontal axisd and propagation distance sver-
tical axisd.
FIG. 12. sColor onlined Maps of the plasma density as a func-
tion of radius and propagation distance. The plasma channel in sad
was excited by a 200 fs Bessel pulse propagating in water in soft
input conditions; plasma channel in sbd was generated by the same
Bessel pulse in abrupt input conditions.
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beam break-up did not occur in any of our previous experi-
ments in condensed media f26,27,51g. In addition, we inves-
tigated the possible occurrence of self-bending from numeri-
cal simulations where extreme asymmetry can be forced.
Figure 13 shows that focusing by an axicon the same Gauss-
ian input beam as that used for the simulations of Bessel
filamentation in air with added inhomogeneities fFig. 13sadg
still leads to a nearly perfect nonlinear Bessel beam fFig.
13sbdg. The effect of the axicon prevails over that of inho-
mogeneity and the beam remains centered on axis, even if
the axicon cone angle is an order of magnitude smaller than
that in Table I. This is still valid in the case of a strong beam
asymmetry. Figure 13scd shows the result of a numerical ex-
periment in the spirit of Ref. f59g where one-half of a Gauss-
ian laser beam swith 10% inhomogeneityd is used as an input
condition and focused by an axicon in a Kerr medium. After
2 m, the propagated beam is centered on axis and the effect
of the strong asymmetry is only visible on the interference
pattern in the Bessel rings. This shows that Bessel filaments
are rather robust structures which do not undergo beam
break-up and multiple filamentation so easily as standard
filaments. In this respect, Bessel filaments are more suitable
to convey large energies over extended distances.
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have identified three different regimes
of Bessel filamentation occurring with ultrashort laser pulses
when the Gaussian beam is focused by an axicon. The
weakly nonlinear Bessel filamentation regime does not in-
volve a significant role of multiphoton absorption and
plasma generation, leading to a purely optical interaction
with the medium. In contrast, the steady and the unsteady
Bessel filamentation regimes both lead to a strong MPA and
plasma generation over long distances.
Unsteady Bessel filaments have common features with
filaments generated from pulsed Gaussian beams: In particu-
lar, they easily lead to refocusing cycles and a periodic illu-
mination of the sample. However, the energy deposition to
matter is far from optimal in standard filaments since the
beam still contains a large amount of energy when it is no
longer refocused. Unsteady Bessel filaments take advantage
of the preorganized energy flux to sustain long-distance illu-
mination of the sample. Steady Bessel filaments ensure a
continuous illumination of the medium. The transition be-
tween unsteady and steady filamentation is not only gov-
erned by the Bessel angle, which determines the periodicity
of the energy refilling process, but also by the relevance of
multiphoton absorption. Large MPA promotes steady Bessel
filamentation since it can damp the increase of intensity that
would occur without losses by self-focusing after a refilling
stage. Bessel beams therefore produce filaments with high
contrast and longer illumination than Gaussian beams with
similar power, due to the optimal use of the energy contained
in the reservoir. Bessel filaments are foreseen to be better
than standard filaments for applications in modern optical
technology such as nonlinear microscopy or longitudinal mi-
cromachining.
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